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Call Admission Control Schemes and Performance
Analysis in Wireless Mobile Networks

Yuguang Fang, Senior Member, IEEE,and Yi Zhang

Abstract—Call admission control (CAC) plays a significant role
in providing the desired quality of service in wireless networks.
Many CAC schemes have been proposed. Analytical results for
some performance metrics such as call blocking probabilities are
obtained under some specific assumptions. It is observed, however,
that due to the mobility, some assumptions may not be valid, which
is the case when the average values of channel holding times for
new calls and handoff calls are not equal. In this paper, we reex-
amine some of the analytical results for call blocking probabilities
for some call admission control schemes under more general as-
sumptions and provide some easier-to-compute approximate for-
mulas.

Index Terms—Blocking probability, call admission control
(CAC), mobile computing, resource allocation, wireless networks.

NOMENCLATURE

Number of channels in a cell.
Threshold for new call bounding scheme.
Threshold for the cutoff priority scheme.
Arrival rate for new calls.
Arrival rate for handoff calls.

1 Average channel holding time for new calls.
1 Average channel holding time for handoff calls.

Traffic intensity for new calls (i.e., ).
Traffic intensity for handoff calls (i.e., ).
Blocking probability for new calls.
Blocking probability for handoff calls.
Blocking probability for new calls from the pro-
posed approximation.
Blocking probability for handoff calls from the pro-
posed approximation.
Blocking probability for new calls from the tradi-
tional approximation.
Blocking probability for handoff calls from the tra-
ditional approximation.
Step function ( for and
for ).
Admission probability for new calls in Thinning
Scheme II.
Admission probability for new calls in Thinning
Scheme I.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T HE future telecommunications networks (such as the
third-generation wireless networks) aim to provide

integrated services such as voice, data, and multimedia via
inexpensive low-powered mobile computing devices over
wireless infrastructures [21]. As the demand for multimedia
services over the air has been steadily increasing over the last
few years, wireless multimedia networks have been a very
active research area. To support various integrated services with
a certain quality of service (QoS) requirement in these wireless
networks, resource provisioning is a major issue [8], [9]. Call
admission control (CAC) is such a provisioning strategy to
limit the number of call connections into the networks in order
to reduce the network congestion and call dropping. In wireless
networks, another dimension is added: call connection (or
simply call) dropping is possible due to the users’ mobility. A
good CAC scheme has to balance the call blocking and call
dropping in order to provide the desired QoS requirements [1],
[4], [13], [14].

Call admission control for high-speed networks (such as
asynchronous transfer mode networks) and wireless networks
has been intensively studied in the last few years ([22]). Due
to users’ mobility, CAC becomes much more complicated in
wireless networks. An accepted call that has not completed
in the current cell may have to be handed off to another cell.
During the process, the call may not be able to gain a channel in
the new cell to continue its service due to the limited resource in
wireless networks, which will lead to the call dropping. Thus,
the new calls and handoff calls have to be treated differently in
terms of resource allocation. Since users tend to be much more
sensitive to call dropping than to call blocking, handoff calls are
normally assigned higher priority over the new calls. Various
handoff priority-based CAC schemes have been proposed [11],
[23]; they can be classified into two broad categories.

1) Guard Channel (GC) Schemes:Some channels are re-
served for handoff calls. There are four different schemes.

a) Thecutoff priority schemeis to reserve a portion
of channel for handoff calls; whenever a channel
is released, it is returned to the common poll of
channels [9], [17].

b) Thefractional guard channel schemes(we call the
new call thinning scheme I in this paper) is to admit
a new call with certain probability (which depends
on the number of busy channels). This scheme was
first proposed by Ramjeeet al. [19] and shown to
be more general than the cutoff priority scheme.
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Fig. 1. Average channel holding times for new calls and handoff calls: solid line for new calls and dashed line for the handoff calls.

c) Divide all channels allocated to a cell into two
groups: one for the common use for all calls and
the other for handoff calls only (therigid divi-
sion-based CAC scheme[13]).

d) Limit the number of new calls admitted to the net-
work (called thenew call bounding schemein this
paper).

2) Queueing Priority (QP) Schemes:In this scheme, calls
are accepted whenever there are free channels. When all
channels are busy, new calls are queued while handoff
calls are blocked [7], new calls are blocked while handoff
calls are queued [3], [24], or all arriving calls are queued
with certain rearrangements in the queue [1], [14].

Various combinations of the above schemes are possible de-
pending on specific applications [1], [14]. In this paper, we con-
centrate on the guard channel schemes.

In the current literature, we observe that most performance
analysis of CAC schemes was carried out under the assumption
that the channel holding times for new calls and handoff calls
are identically distributed (some with exponential distribution),
i.e., all calls were assumed to be identically distributed with
the same parameter. Thus, the one-dimensional Markov chain
was used to obtain the blocking probabilities for new calls and
handoff calls. However, recent studies ([5] and [6] and refer-
ences therein) showed that the new call channel holding time
and the handoff call channel holding time may have different
distributions. Worse yet, they may have different average values.
For example, Fig. 1 shows that the average channel holding
times for new calls and handoff calls are different. In this figure,
when the cell residence time is Gamma distributed with shape
parameter varying at and
(the latter two cases are in fact Erlang distributed), the average

channel holding times for new calls and handoff calls computed
using the formulas in [6] are significantly different for some
cases. Thus, the one-dimensional Markov chain model for some
guard channel CAC schemes assuming that the new calls and
handoff calls are identically distributed may not be appropriate;
the multidimensional Markov chain may be needed. Rappaport
and his colleagues noticed such an observation and started a se-
ries of research works (e.g., [9], [20], and [18]). In [20], Rap-
paport used the generalized Erlang distribution to model some
random variable (such as dwell time). In [18], Orlik and Rappa-
port proposed the sum of hyperexponential distribution to model
the dwell time. The multidimensional Markovian chain theory
has been extensively used in their research. This, of course,
could solve the problem when the average channel holding times
for new calls and handoff calls are different. However, another
problem arises: the curse of dimensionality. As observed in [20],
the dimension of states in the multidimensional Markov chain
modeling increases very quickly. It will be desirable to study
some approximate solutions to avoid solving a large set of flow
equations.

It is also a common practice in the literature (see [3]) that
the distinction between channel holding times for new calls and
handoff calls is not made. We can find the average channel
holding time for cell traffic (the merged traffic of new calls and
handoff calls), use this parameter to form the exponential dis-
tribution to approximate the channel holding-time distribution,
then apply the one-dimensional Markov chain model to find the
call blocking probabilities. As we will show, this approximation
may not be appropriate in some parameter range.

In this paper, we will examine a few CAC schemes under
the assumption that the new calls and handoff calls may have
different average channel holding times. We will present an-
alytical results whenever possible and give some approximate
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results when computation is an issue. We will study thenew
call bounding scheme,in which a threshold is enforced on the
number of new calls accepted into the cell,the cutoff priority
scheme,in which a reserved number of channels are used for
handoff calls,the fractional guard channel scheme (the new
call thinning scheme I),in which new calls will be selectively
blocked when the cell traffic increases, andthe new call thin-
ning scheme II,in which the thinning of new calls is based on
the number of new calls accepted into the cell. Simulations will
be carried out to verify how approximations perform.

We point out that this paper represents only the first step to-
ward general issues to be reexamined along this direction. As
we notice, we have assumed that the channel holding times for
new calls and handoff calls are independent and exponentially
distributed but with different average values (the most important
case). However, in reality, these assumptions may not be true. It
is usually agreed that the new call and the handoff call have dif-
ferent channel holding-time distributions ([5] and [6] and ref-
erences therein). Also, the handoff traffic may not be Poisson
[5]. Performance analysis of CAC schemes under more realistic
assumptions (using higher moments of cell traffic and channel
holding times) has to be carefully carried out. We will present
such a study in a subsequent paper.

Future generation wireless systems have shifted the focus on
multimedia services and guaranteeing their QoS. Call connec-
tions may demand different amounts of network resource (chan-
nels). Thus, call admission control schemes can be designed
to deal with multiclass services. The schemes (e.g., thinning
schemes) can be generalized to handle such situations: permis-
sion probabilities can be chosen according to the resource uti-
lization and amount of resource needed to support a call request.
We can also use priority levels and multiple thresholds to handle
different traffic classes. The details will be investigated in the fu-
ture.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we in-
vestigate some call admission control schemes and present some
new analytical results. Simulation study will appear in the third
section. We conclude this paper in Section IV.

II. CALL ADMISSION CONTROL SCHEMES

In this section, we will study three call admission control
schemes in wireless networks when the channel holding times
for new calls and handoff calls are differentiated: the new call
bounding priority, the cutoff priority scheme, and the new
call thinning scheme. The analytical techniques and results
can be easily extended to blocking performance for wireless
multimedia networks with multiple prioritized traffic, in which
corresponding call admission control schemes can be obtained.
We can immediately observe that the analytical results are valid
for wireless networks with two prioritized traffic.

Let 1 and 1 denote the arrival rate for new calls,
the arrival rate for handoff calls, the average channel holding
time for new calls, and the average channel holding time for
handoff calls, respectively. Let denote the total number of
channels in a cell. We assume that the arrival process for new
calls and the arrival process for handoff calls are all Poisson,

and the channel holding times for new calls and handoff calls are
exponentially distributed, respectively. Although it has been ob-
served [5], [6] that the handoff call arrival rate is closely related
to the new call arrival rate, and that the channel holding times
for new calls and handoff calls also depend on the cell residence
time distribution, our study here is to show how call-blocking
probabilities can be approximated when the channel holding
times for new calls and handoff calls have different averages.

It has been observed that the channel holding times for new
calls and handoff calls are distinct; even their average values
are different. The current literature does not make such a dis-
tinction; the common assumption is that the channel holding
time for the call arrivals (consisting of new calls and handoff
calls) is exponentially distributed with parameters equal to the
average channel holding time of new calls and handoff calls
together, i.e., both new calls and handoff calls are distributed
with the same distribution. We call this approximation the tra-
ditional approach. Due to such approximation, the one-dimen-
sional Markov chain model can be used to derive analytical re-
sults for blocking performance. Of course, inaccuracy is ex-
pected due to such approximation. We will make such a dis-
tinction in this paper and derive some analytical formulas for
blocking probabilities for both new calls and handoff calls.

A. New Call Bounding Scheme

In this scheme, we limit the admission of new calls into the
wireless networks. The scheme works as follows: if the number
of new calls in a cell exceeds a threshold when a new call arrives,
the new call will be blocked; otherwise it will be admitted. The
handoff call is rejected only when all channels in the cell are
used up. The idea behind this scheme is that we would rather
accept fewer customers than drop the ongoing calls in the fu-
ture, because customers are more sensitive to call dropping than
to call blocking. In this section, we give the analytical results
for the new call blocking probability and the handoff call
blocking probability .

Fig. 2 indicates the transition diagram for the new call
bounding scheme. Let be the threshold for the new calls and

and as defined before. This diagram arises from
the two-dimensional Markov chain with the state space

where denotes the number of new calls initiated in the
cell and is the number of handoff calls in the cell. Let

denote the probability transition rate from
state to state . Then we have

where is a feasible state in . Let denote
the steady-state probability that there arenew calls and
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Fig. 2. Transition diagram for the new call bounding scheme.

handoff calls in the cell. Let and . From
the detailed balance equation, we obtain

From the normalization equation, we obtain

From this, we obtain the formulas for new call blocking proba-
bility and handoff call blocking probability as follows:

(1)

(2)

Obviously, when , the new call bounding scheme be-
comes the nonprioritized scheme. As we expect, we obtain

As we mentioned earlier, in most literature the channel
holding times for both new calls and handoff calls are iden-
tically distributed with the same parameter. In this case, the
average channel holding time is given by

(3)

From this, the traffic intensities for new calls and handoff calls
using the above common average channel holding time 1
are given by

Applying these formulas in (1) and (2), we obtain similar re-
sults for new call blocking probability and handoff call blocking
probability following the traditional approach (one-dimensional
Markov chain theory), which obviously provides only an ap-
proximation. We will show later that significantly inaccurate
results are obtained using this approach, which implies that we
cannot use the traditional approach if the channel holding times
for new calls and handoff calls are distinct with different av-
erage values. We observe that there is one case where these two
approaches give the same results, i.e., when the nonprioritized
scheme is used: . This is because we have the following
identity: .

As a final remark, this scheme may work best when the call
arrivals are bursty. When a big burst of calls arrives in a cell (for
example, before or after a football game), if too many new calls
accepted, the network may not be able to handle the resulting
handoff traffic, which will lead to severe call dropping. The new
call bounding scheme, however, could handle the problem well
by spreading the potential bursty calls (users will try again when
the first few tries fail). On another note, as we observe in wired
networks, network traffic tends to be self-similar ([15]). Wire-
less network traffic will behave the same considering more data
services will be supported in the wireless networks. This scheme
will be useful in the future wireless multimedia networks.

B. Cutoff Priority Scheme

Instead of putting limitation on the number of new calls, we
base on the number of total on-going calls in the cell to make
a decision whether a new arriving call is accepted or not. The
scheme works as follows.

Let denote the threshold, upon a new call arrival. If the total
number of busy channels is less than, the new call is accepted;
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Fig. 3. Transition diagram for the cutoff priority scheme.

otherwise, the new call is blocked. The handoff calls are always
accepted unless no channel is available upon their arrivals. This
scheme has been studied in many papers [9], [24], [16], and an-
alytical results for call blocking probabilities are obtained under
the assumption that the average new call channel holding time
and average handoff call channel holding time are equal so that
one-dimensional Markov chain theory can be used. When the
average channel holding times for new calls and handoff calls
are different, the approach will not work.

Let and be defined as before; and let de-
note the cutoff threshold. As in the previous section, we can
use the two-dimensional Markov chain to model the system. Let

denote the state, where and denote the numbers
of new calls and handoff calls in the cell, respectively. The state
diagram is shown in Fig. 3 with the following transition rates:

We observe that in some states, such as those when
, the flows no longer have the symmetric nature. It is doubtful

whether the detailed balance equations are valid. Indeed, we
do not have the product form for this scheme when .
Let denote the step function, which is defined as follows:

when and when . Let
. Then, from Fig. 3, we obtain the following global

balance equations:

(4)

Thus, we have to solve these global balance equations to find
the steady-state probability distribution , from which

blocking probabilities can be obtained, as done when multidi-
mensional Markov chain theory is used.

However, as we mentioned before, solving the global
balance equations may be computationally intensive when
the state dimension is large. It will be useful to find some
approximation for the call blocking probabilities. We now
present an approximation based on the following idea: we
attempt to reduce the two-dimensional Markov chain model
to a one-dimensional Markov chain model by normalizing
the average service time for each stream so that the average
service time becomes identical for both streams. In this way,
we can use the one-dimensional Markov chain theory to
find the call blocking probabilities. This idea is based on
the following observation: the blocking probability for each
stream depends on the traffic intensity. The higher the traffic
intensity, the higher the blocking probability. By normalizing
the average service time (say, making the average service time
to the unity), the arriving traffic for that stream will be scaled
appropriately. This normalization process does not change the
traffic intensity. Hopefully, the resulting blocking probability
can be approximated. We have not been able to analytically
show how good this approximation is. We will, however, show
that this approximation provides much better performance than
the traditional approach.

Here is how our approximation works. Let and
. We use the following approximate model: the

new call arrival stream is Poisson with arrival rateand with
service rate (corresponding channel holding time for new calls)
1 (the unity). The handoff call arrival stream is also Poisson with
arrival rate and service rate 1. Let denote the probability
that there are busy channels in steady state
for the approximate model. Then, we can obtain the following
stationary distribution for the approximate model:

where
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Fig. 4. Call blocking probability in the new call bounding scheme.

Fig. 5. Handoff call blocking probability in the new call bounding scheme.

From this stationary distribution, we obtain the blocking prob-
abilities for new calls and handoff calls as follows:

(5)

(6)

We will use these to approximate the call blocking probabili-
ties for the cutoff priority scheme. We observe the following:
when , the result becomes exact for a nonprioritized

scheme. When the average channel holding times for new calls
and handoff calls are equal, the approximation also leads to the
exact result.

If we use the traditional approach, we do not distinguish the
new call channel holding time and the handoff call channel
holding time. In this case, the average channel holding time is
given by (3). The corresponding result is given by the equation
at the bottom of the next page.

C. New Call Thinning Schemes

The new call thinning schemes are schemes in which a
new call is admitted with certain probability. The idea behind
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these schemes is to smoothly throttle the new call stream as
the network traffic is building up. Thus, when the network is
approaching the congestion, the admitted new call stream be-
comes thinner. Due to the flexible choice of new call admission
probabilities, these schemes can be made very general. In this
section, we study two thinning schemes. The first one uses the
information about the total number of busy channels, which
leads to thefractional guard channel scheme. The second
scheme utilizes the number of channels occupied by the new
calls.

We start with the study of the first scheme (Thinning Scheme
I). This brilliant idea behind this scheme was first proposed by
Ramjeeet al. [19]. Let denote the
nonnegative numbers less than or equal to unity. The new call
thinning scheme works as follows: when the number of busy
channels is, an arriving new call will be admitted with proba-
bility . An arriving handoff call will always be admitted un-
less there are no channels available, in which case all calls will
be blocked. Obviously, when and

, this scheme becomes the cutoff priority
scheme. We also observe that when , the
new call stream becomes thinner and thinner when the number
of busy channels is increasing.

The exact analysis can be carried out as in the last section,
using the two-dimensional Markov chain theory. Here, we only
present the approximate results for call blocking probabilities
for these schemes. Once again, let be defined as
before, and let and . Let denote the
probability that there are busy channels in steady state (

). We can obtain the following stationary distribution
for the approximate model:

where

From this stationary distribution, we obtain the blocking prob-
abilities for new calls and handoff calls as follows:

Obviously, when the new call channel holding time and the
handoff call channel holding time have the same average, i.e.,

, the result becomes the exact one obtained in [19].
A variation of Scheme I is to admit the new calls based on

the number of new calls currently in service; we call itThin-
ning Scheme II. Let be nonneg-
ative numbers not exceeding unity. A new call is admitted with
probability if there are new calls currently in service, and
all calls will be blocked if all channels are busy. Obviously, if

and ,
then this scheme becomes the new call bounding scheme. It is
expected that the performance can be carried out as for the new
call bounding scheme. Let denote the stationary prob-
ability distribution; then

where

Thus, the new call blocking probability and the handoff blocking
probability are given by

When and ,
this result is reduced to (1) and (2). Applying the traditional
approach, we can also obtain some similar approximate results
for call blocking probabilities. We will omit the formulas here.

We remark that the thinning schemes can be generalized to
handle the call admission control problem in wireless multi-
media networks with different prioritized services. For example,
we can classify multimedia services into different priority levels
according to the QoS requirements, then apply multiple thresh-
olds for call admission control or choose different admission
probabilities for different priority levels to reflect the QoS. We
will present such studies in a separate paper.
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Fig. 6. New call blocking probability in the new call bounding scheme.

Fig. 7. Handoff call blocking probability in the new call bounding scheme.

III. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results for com-
parison purposes. They will show how much discrepancy may
be caused by using our approximate model and the traditional
approach (which does not distinguish between new calls and
handoff calls). On the other hand, comparison will also show
how much accuracy our new approach can achieve.

First, we investigate thenew call bounding scheme. We
choose the following set of parameters:

and is varying from 1/600 to 1/200.
Figs. 4 and 5 depict the new call blocking probability and
handoff call blocking probability, respectively, under different

new call traffic load. In Figs. 4 and 5, handoff call traffic load
is given as . It is observed that when the handoff call
traffic load is higher than the new call traffic load (i.e., ),
the traditional approach will overestimate the new call blocking
probability (see Fig. 4), while it will underestimate the handoff
call blocking probability (see Fig. 5). On the other hand, when
the handoff call traffic load is lower than the new call traffic
load (i.e., ), the traditional approach will underestimate
the new call blocking probability and overestimate the handoff
call blocking probability.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from Figs. 6 and 7, which
show those blocking probabilities under different handoff call
traffic load ( while
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Fig. 8. New call blocking probability in the cutoff priority scheme.

Fig. 9. Handoff call call blocking probability in the cutoff priority scheme.

varies from 1/1200 to 1/100). In addition, we observe that
when the handoff traffic load ( ) increases, new call blocking
probability obtained from Fig. 6 and handoff call blocking prob-
ability achieved from Fig. 7 tend to be the same value. That
makes sense because the number of new calls may not be able to
reach the bound if handoff calls contribute a heavy traffic load.
Since the new call bound scheme will not have an impact on the
new calls, the new calls and the handoff calls will sustain the
same blocking probability. However, the traditional approach
does not yield similar results on blocking probabilities of new
calls and handoff calls.

In summary, the traditional approach may either underesti-
mate or overestimate the blocking probabilities on a new call or

handoff call. It may lead in practice to either overdimensioning
the network or not meeting the design requirement. However,
comparisons from the above figures show that our approach can
easily overcome such inaccuracy.

Next, we compare the two approaches under thecutoff pri-
ority scheme. A special case of our new call thinning scheme is
applied: set and .
Then the new call thinning scheme becomes the cutoff priority
scheme. We choose the following parameters:

, while varies from
1/1200 to 1/100.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the blocking probabilities for new calls and
for handoff calls versus the new call traffic load, respectively.
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Fig. 10. New call blocking probability in the cutoff priority scheme.

Fig. 11. Handoff call call blocking probability in the cutoff priority scheme.

We observe that when the new and handoff calls have signifi-
cant different average values, the traditional approach for new
call blocking probability gives significant discrepancy, while
the result obtained from our approximate approach matches the
simulated result very well. We also note that the traditional ap-
proximation overestimates the handoff call blocking probability
while the new approximation underestimates it.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the blocking probabilities for new calls
and for handoff calls versus the handoff call traffic load, re-
spectively. We observe that our new approximate curve is much
closer to the simulated result than the traditional approximate
one for the new call blocking probability, especially in the range

of interest (lower than 40%). We also obtain a much better result
for the handoff call blocking probability.

In Figs. 12 and 13, we make another comparison: we change
the new call arrival rate instead of the channel holding time.
We choose the parameters as follows:

and varies from 1/60 to
1/12. They show that we can obtain very accurate results for the
new call blocking probability if our approximation approach is
deployed. However, we also observe that both approaches are
not good enough for the handoff call blocking probability.

In sum, our approximation approach can achieve much better
results than the traditional one, especially for the new call
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Fig. 12. New call blocking probability in the cutoff priority scheme.

Fig. 13. Handoff call call blocking probability in the cutoff priority scheme.

blocking probability. This paper calls again for the necessity
of reexamining the classical analytical results in traffic theory,
which are used for the analysis and design of wireless mobile
networks.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the call admission control
strategies for the wireless networks. We point out that when
the average channel holding times for new calls and handoff
calls are significantly different, the traditional one-dimensional
Markov chain model may not be suitable; two-dimensional

Markov chain theory must be applied. We also propose a
new approximation approach to reduce the computational
complexity. It seems that the new approximation performs
much better than the traditional approach. Future work includes
research on finding out how good this new approximation is
analytically.
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